Tyre Wear:

Why buy Ascenso tyres?

Initial tests show excellent
performance when
compared to leading
manufacturers

Ascenso tyres are a cost-effective tyre solution that not only looks good but performs fantastically.
The farm radial tyres all come with 65k speed ratings and the latest Mud Breaker Technology for
optimal performance both in and out of the field.

What tyres do Ascenso offer?
• Tractor radial tyres
• Tractor Crossply tyres
• Implement tyres
• Trailer Flotation tyres
• Plant and Industrial tyres
• Earthmover tyres
• Forestry tyres

Ascenso Warranty:

What is the Mud Breaker Technology?
The mud breaker and the dual mud breaker ensure better
self-cleaning and maximum traction. During the process of
movement, vertical cleats on the lugs will behave like a lever to
push the mud away and create an air channel to break the
vacuum which helps in self-cleaning characteristics.
“As a large farming company which runs 150+ tractors, we
asked Pete at Bush Tyres to test leading makes of tyres on our
tractors to see which came out best on hours to save money
on our fleet. In August 2021 we fitted two 420/70R28
Ascenso on a John Deere leading in tractor used for all road
work. We checked these again in January 2022, having done
842 hours on them and they still had 31mm of tread left. This
means these tyres have already outperformed other premium
tyre brands by a good number of hours and will lead to
fantastic savings on our fleet tractors. As a result, we had a
meeting with Pete regarding which tyre make to fit in 2022
and agreed to fit Ascenso. We have also fitted four John Deere
tractors with 480/70R24 and 520/70R38 Ascenso.”
Lee Burrell, Staples Vegetables
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Easy to
fit!
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